
 
 
 

 

  

Attendance 

Members present (names):  
Munungurrapin Maymuru, Djapirri Mununggirritj, Dipilinga Marika, Nawurapu 
Wunungmurra, Djuwalpi Marika, Lirrpiya Mununggurr, Dhanagtji Mununggurr, Timmy 
Burarrwanga  
 
 
 
 
 
Ex-Officio’s: Banambi Wunungmurra 

Apologies (names): None 

Guest / visitor speakers (names):  
John Worrall (OIC Nhulunbuy Police), Kim McGregor (Licensing Inspector/Permit 
Manager), Shane Flanigan (East Arnhem AOD Community Support and Research 
Officer), Garreth Wise (Yirrkala Nursery) and Soane (Northern Land Council). Richard 
Fitowski, Renee Croton, Sharon Norris and Janine Bevis.         

Meeting minutes 

1. Welcome & apologies: 
Graham Maymuru (Chair) welcomed all guests and members to the Yirrkala LA 
meeting. It was noted that no apologies were received. 
 

2. Previous minutes / actions: 
Richard Fitowski read out the previous minutes to the LA members. They were 
accepted and ratified.  
Moved by Lirrpiya Mununggurr. 
Seconded by John Wunungmurra. 
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3. Guest speaker / visitor reports: 
John Worrall:  
 

• Law re: Noise Pollution: John’s response to the LA members query to explain 
the laws concerning noise pollution was to advise that any time there is 
offensive noise, it is best to report it to the police. In regards to the time 
appropriate to report noise pollution (cut off time at night for example), John 
Worrall told the LA members that noise pollution can, in fact, be reported at any 
time of the day if it is causing disharmony for the other members of the 
community. John advised a direct phone call to the Nhulunbuy Police station 
on: 0889 871 333 is preferred by the police, and will also ensure a quicker 
response time. If Police are called and arrive on scene they will decide on the 
action required. If the persons causing the noise are asked to stop, they have 
10 minutes to do so; if not an infringement notice may be issued. Night Patrol 
can also be advised, so that they can address the concerned families/people 
involved in the noise complaint and advise elders to assist in dealing with the 
problem on a community level. The standard process is; if noise occurs, 
approach the family involved or the elders, if this fails call the police who will 
then decide how to proceed. 

• Law re:  Speeding Vehicles: Community members witnessing cars speeding 
are to call the police at the time of occurrence. Take down the number plate 
details and a description of the car/vehicle and also of the driver involved 
(photographs or video evidence also helps a great deal to convict the driver if 
they go to court). Police are then able to issue an infringement notice to the 
dangerous driver. 

• Law re: Gambling in Public Areas: By-laws are currently being looked at by the 
council and are in the process of being created (this is a long process 
however). When gambling is brought to the police attention, the police will 
break people up and move them along. It is illegal to gamble outside of a 
casino in the Northern Territory. Neglect of children during gambling sessions is 
not a police matter but a Department of Children and Families concern, so any 
issues should be reported to that Department. Community members can report 
to Police when they witness public gambling as it is in fact illegal, although the 
penalties for gambling are minor. 

 
   Kim McGregor: 
 

• Secondary Supply of Alcohol to non-permit Holders: Both Kim and the police 
work in together and are always looking for who is responsible for secondary 
supply of alcohol. Licensees’ give police information also. There have been 
offenders recently put before the court for secondary alcohol supply. Police 
encourage community members to give information (this is a completely 
anonymous process). Kim has noted that secondary supply has in fact increased 
since the refinery has closed and more people have moved into town from the 
Gunyangara, Wallaby Beach and Yirrkala communities. Kim advised the LA 
members that she is very supportive of family members who wish to report 
someone who is engaging in secondary alcohol supply, and will help keep the 



 
 
 

 

information remain confidential, and assure concerned family members that they 
will remain anonymous throughout the whole process, avoiding any back-lash 
from the family or community members involved. Kim and John explained the 
permit system to the LA members and how it varies for different people eligible 
to apply for a permit; restrictions, residential address, previous alcohol related 
convictions etc. Kim advised that the Liquor Board NT is now looking into the 
number of permits issued per dwelling and considering only allowing one permit 
per residence. Kim also advised that she is moving office from where she is 
located now, to the office next to Community Services in Nhulunbuy. 

• Kava License Re-instatement:  Some of the LA members are concerned about 
the damage done by alcohol and waymee (marijuana) in comparison to Kava. 
They showed interest and requested from both Kim and John how to go about 
having kava made legal again, and whether it could be sold to generate money 
to be put back into the community. 

 
    Shane Flanigan: 
 

• Kava issue continued: Shane advised that if Kava was to be re-instated it would 
be a good idea to discuss it with other communities who are also pushing for 
this. Also Shane advised that applications for kava to be re-instated need to go 
through the Federal Govt.  (Prime Minister and Cabinet).  Shane also told 
community members that funding has been supplied for a Kava worker in East 
Arnhem Land if the LA members wished to address them also on these issues. 
There has been more information lately about the effects of kava use and Shane 
also encouraged LA members to discuss this with the new kava worker. Along 
with John Worrall, Shane told community members that kava possession is 
illegal, but if a person is found with 2kg or less, it will usually just be confiscated. 
Anything over that amount will be convicted. John Worrall also told the LA 
members that any knowledge of ANY drugs coming into communities should be 
reported to police and the process is again anonymous as with the secondary 
supply of alcohol. Kim advised the LA members that there is currently 
consultation throughout all of East Arnhem Land to start the process of bringing 
back licensing for kava. 

• Sniffing and Volatile Substance Abuse amongst Youth in Yirrkala: Shane 
advised the LA members that 6 youth from Yirrkala have been sent away for 
rehabilitation. The youngest one was 10 years old. The ring leaders of the 
sniffing and volatile substance abuse that has been happening in Yirrkala have 
been isolated. There was a death recently in Alice Springs of a 12 year old boy 
who was sniffing. Anglicare, the Primary School in Yirrkala and other relevant 
stake-holders involved with the VSA youth in Yirrkala have been working in 
conjunction well together to try and find solutions and stop the substance abuse 
problem affecting our youth. This seems to have lead to the sniffing in town 
decreasing slightly. The primary school seems to have settled down well with 
evidence of less sniffing happening on the evenings before school. Shane 
Flanigan also added that he will make a report available to the LA members 
which showed the statistics of sniffers throughout Arnhem Land in relation to the 
Darwin and Palmerston areas. 

 



 
 
 

 

     Garreth Wise: 
 

• Coffee Bush Removal Contract: Garreth advised that there was a slow start to 
the coffee bush removal due to ill health amongst the staff. It is now progressing 
very well and should be complete in the next two weeks. The nursery staff will be 
keeping on top of the coffee bush during the wet season which is nearly upon us. 
Djuwalpi asked if his personal yard could be cleared of the coffee bush and 
Garreth asked Richard to explain further why this can not be done. Richard 
explained to Djuwalpi that the contract was originally put in place to help stop the 
sniffers from hiding in it and was specifically meant for public areas. Djuwalpi 
expressed concern that he wanted his own yard done and was advised by both 
Garreth and Richard that it is up to the tenant to look after their own yard , but if 
there was a lot of difficulty removing it, then Djuwalpi could request assistance 
from Territory Housing Department. Richard explained to Djuwalpi that it is not 
Council’s job to maintain personal back yards, but the tenants concerned. 

• Shady Beach Clean Up: Garreth advised the LA members that the clean up of 
Shady Beach is going well. The old table has been removed and 1500 plants 
have been planted to help beautify the area and this has been done before the 
wet so that the seasonal rain will help encourage strong growth of these trees. 
Bollards are also about to be installed to help protect the tress that are already 
established on the beach. Two days per week on Monday and Friday rubbish 
removal will be put in place at Shady Beach. Wednesday is a day being used for 
training at Shady Beach. 
 

     Soane NLC: 
 

• Cemetery Boundary: NLC is currently trying to sort out the legal issues and 
funding regarding the boundaries of the proposed cemetery sight. This 
information from NLC is needed so that Council has a clear understanding of the 
boundaries in order to be able to maintain the cemetery sight. NLC advised this 
is a legal process that takes some time and negotiations are still happening 
between NTG and LGANT.  

• Boundary Road: The advice received from Soane was that this is a NTG related 
query and it is up to them to respond to the LA members. 

• Ceremony Grounds: LA members asked NLC to give them an answer on who is 
responsible for the ceremony grounds. Soane from NLC was still unable to give 
an answer to this query. Janine Bevis requested the lot numbers of the 
ceremony grounds so that she can do some individual research in hope to find 
some answers to this on-going question and who the lease holders are for that 
specific land where the Ceremony grounds are located. 
 

Reports 

Report A. Regional council report: 
All Local Authority Project Funding is complete except for the Scoreboard. Richard 



 
 
 

 

showed the LA members the scoreboard and advised that the cost would be 
$70,000.00 (this is with a bit extra to be able to fly the representative up to educate us 
in the use of it). 
The LA members approved this expenditure.  
Moved by Lirrpiya.  
Seconded by Dhangatji. 
ACTION: Richard to go ahead with purchase of Scoreboard. 
 
PREVIOUS ACTIONS: 
 
1. Selected Cemetery Lease: NLC representative came to this meeting as a guest 

and advised negotiations are still ongoing in regards to the Cemetery Lease and 
Boundary. Richard advised LA members that it was possible to move the proposed 
site of the cemetery, but a ground survey must first be done in order to avoid a 
rocky bottom. COMPLETE.  
ACTION: Timmy, Donga and Richard to point out a new proposed area for the 
cemetery grounds – NOT to be located near the rubbish dumping area. 

2. Coffee Bush Removal Contract: Garreth from the Yirrkala Nursery addressed the 
LA members this meeting with an update on the coffee bush contract. 
COMPLETE. 

3. War Memorial: Richard advised LA members he had been to the Art Centre and 
viewed the photos and stories etc. Will Stubbs from the Art Centre advised that 
permission was needed from the Thompson family to publicly display the images 
and the LA members agreed. So it has been finalized by the LA members that they 
wish to have a memorial of a large board with photos and stories of the Yolngu 
people who participated in WWII. ONGOING. 
ACTION: Richard and Timmy to research and review appropriate photos at Art 
Centre and bring to the next LA meeting for the LA members to approve. 

4. Invite Hayley from ALPA to LA meeting: Hayley was unable to attend this LA 
meeting due to the date change. ONGOING.  
ACTION: Richard will invite her to the next meeting on behalf of the LA members.  

5. Department of Local Government Query: Janine explained guest speaker roles to 
the LA members and also that the LA meetings are open to the public (unless a 
confidential session has been requested to discuss sensitive issues of a 
confidential nature). COMPLETE. 

6. LA invitations to meetings: John Worrall, Kim McGregor, Shane Flanigan, Garreth 
Wise and Soane from NLC were all invited and turned up to the Yirrkala LA 
meeting and addressed all questions the LA members had for them. COMPLETE. 

Report B. CEO report: 
CEO’s report was unavailable for this meeting. 
 



 
 
 

 

Report C. Financial report: 
Richard Fitowski read out and explained the Financial Report for Yirrkala. 

Report D. Community issues/General Business: 
1. Left over Project Funding  Money:   

 

• Richard asked the LA members if they would like to buy 2 or 3 lights for the 
Yirrkala community priced at $15000.00 each – depending on what money 
left over in the Project Funding will allow.  The LA members approved this. 
 Moved by John.  
Seconded by Lirrpiya.  
ACTION: Timmy to show Richard the sites that the LA members had 
preference for where the lights will be installed that was approved for 
purchase by the LA members if the budget allows. 

• Richard showed the LA members some fence footers that could be used to 
hold the ceremonial flags and asked if this was culturally appropriate and 
also if they would like to purchase some if the budget allows? The LA 
members approved and requested 50 to be purchased if the PF Budget 
would stretch that far.  
Moved by Dhangatji.  
Seconded by Djuwalpi.  
ACTION: Fifty fence footings approved to be purchased if the budget allows. 
 

2. Delegation Manual: 
 

• Richard explained the Delegation Manual to the LA members and outlined 
the importance of this document so that it could be referred to in the future 
to help the LA members understand who in the Council staff structure can 
approve certain things and what ability they have in their role. Richard 
offered to print this document out for any members interested and also said 
that it is always available for reference in the future if needed. 
 

3. Funeral Hearse: 
 

• Timmy advised the other LA members that the rent for the funeral hearse is 
$250.00 and this is to cover the maintenance and registration costs of the 
vehicle. 
 

4. Closing Statement to the LA Members by President Banambi: 
 

• President Banambi addressed the Yirrkala Local Authority members on the 



 
 
 

 

issue of sticking to the agenda items and not getting off track and off topic. 
Banambi pointed out that a lot of people have other engagements and that 
there should be more structure to the Yirrkala LA meetings. He went 
through the meeting process with the members.  

 

Agenda item 01 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Agenda item 02 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Agenda item 03 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Agenda item 04 

Description:  
Previous Action 1: Ongoing action item following completion of Action 1 in previous 
minutes:  
1. ACTION: Timmy, Donga and Richard to point out a new proposed area for the 

cemetery grounds - NOT - to be located near the rubbish dumping area. 

Actions (who/when):  
1. Timmy, Donga and Richard. 

Agenda item 05 

Description:  
2. ACTION: Timmy to show Richard the sites that the LA members had preference 

for where the lights will be installed that was approved for purchase by the LA 
members if the budget allows. 

3. ACTION: Richard will invite her to the next meeting on behalf of the LA members. 
4. ACTION: Richard to purchase fifty fence footings approved to be purchased if the 

budget allows. 



 
 
 

 

Actions (who/when):  
2.  Timmy and Richard. 
3.  Richard. 
4.  Richard. 

Agenda item 06 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Agenda item 07 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Agenda item 08 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Agenda item 09 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Agenda item 10 

Description:  

Actions (who/when):  

Date of next 
meeting:  
Tuesday 13th 
December 2016 @ 
10:00 am 

Meeting closed:  
Meeting was closed at 1:55 pm 

Chair name: Graham (Munungurrapin) 
Maymuru Signed:  



 
 
 

 

 


